Working Together to get better outcomes for
Children and Young People

ACTION
REFERENCE

18/004

18/019

NOTE
REFERENCE

Action Log for WTG Children's Workstream
ACTION

OWNER

In relation to the discussion that took place at the meeting on
4 January 2018, LO will pick up feedback about Public Health
alerts before the next meeting (how is are alerts co-ordinated
and how do we do it collaboratively).

CWG/045

CWG/062

When a meeting date for the Healthy Weight Follow Up
Summit has been identified, LO will share this with KB to
circulate to the group.

LO to share an action summary from the Healthy Weight
Summit with KB, to circulate to the group.

18/020

CWG/062
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UPDATE

NJ to request a short 2 par update
from LO to confirm the cascade
Lindsey
process and share round. This item
Ormesher
will then be closed

KB will share this information with
the group. We agreed we would
Lindsey support requests from PHE and we
Ormesher will not initiate new work. Once
information shared this item will
be closed.

Update 19/10/18: NJ to ask
Lindsey Ormesher to come to the
Lindsey next meeting (29 November 2018)
Ormesher / to give an update on obesity work
Kieron
and how we can involve/feed in
Bradshaw views of children and young
people. KB to add this as an
agenda item for the next meeting.
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18/023

18/026

NOTE
REFERENCE

ACTION

UPDATE

Georgina
Ternant /
Ian Hinde /
Sue Hannah

Update 19/10/18: It was noted
that Chris Tolling from People First
is happy to help with contacting
children’s groups. There was short
discussion about which age groups
to involve in the 15 Step Challenge
and it was agreed that the focus
would be on one group initially
(teenagers/secondary school age)
and then broaden to younger
children at a later stage.

GT and IH agreed to contact children’s groups they think may
be interested in being involved in the Fifteen Step Challenge,
and ask them to contact Nicola Jackson if they are interested.

CWG/063

CWG/076

OWNER

Conversation took place about what work is being done
around mental health prevention. One area noted was the
early intervention work that is included in the multi-agency
Local Transformation plan.

Nicola
Jackson

NJ to invite Anne Shephard to a
future meeting to talk about
Emotional Wellbeing and Mental
Health (including prevention).
Update: Anne has been invited,
attending 31 January meeting.

DL discussed recent findings that infant mortality was on the
rise, noting that poverty was the key issue.
18/027

CWG/076
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KB to add an agenda item for a
Kieron
future meeting: “Rising infant
Bradshaw / mortality”, which DL will present.
Deb Lee DL to summarise the report
discussed to share with the group.

STATUS
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18/028

NOTE
REFERENCE

CWG/076

ACTION
There was short discussion of obesity, and the effects of living
conditions, e.g. housing estates without areas for children to
play, etc.

There was short discussion of obesity, and the effects of living
conditions, e.g. housing estates without areas for children to
play, etc.
18/029

CWG/076

To help capture and organise the ideas and actions of the
group.
18/030

CWG/076
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OWNER

UPDATE

Julie
Clayton

EH to contact Colin Cox (Director
of Public Health) to discuss how
the group can input into the
Health and Wellbeing action plan.

(ACTION TO BE ADDED TO WORK
PLAN FOR FUTURE DATE – do
other actions first.) IH to invite the
Ian Hinde Head of Planning from Allerdale
Council to a future meeting to
discuss how impact on child health
is incorporated into planning.

KB to design a work programme to
outline actions going ahead into
Kieron
the future, allowing the group to
Bradshaw
order which ones are to be
completed first.

STATUS
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18/031

NOTE
REFERENCE

ACTION

18/033

CWG/076

CWG/076

CWG/077

UPDATE

Nicola
Jackson

(ACTION TO BE ADDED TO WORK
PLAN FOR FUTURE DATE – do
other actions first.) NJ to invite
Harry Harrison, from the Children’s
Commissioning Team at NHS North
Cumbria CCG, to a future meeting
to talk through some of the work
he has been doing, including
raising awareness of making
reasonable allowances for children
with learning disabilities.

Present some of the work being doing, including raising
awareness of making reasonable allowances for children with
learning disabilities

The group agreed on a strapline “Working Together to get
better outcomes for Children and Young People”, to be added
on to all future paper work for the group.
18/032

OWNER

JC shared a Headline Results document with the group for the
Youth Parliament Making Your Mark 2018 poll.
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KB to add strapline to paperwork.
EH to recommend at a future
Kieron
Working Together Steering Group
Bradshaw meeting that all working groups
and Eleanor have a strapline, which involves
Hodgson wording along the lines of
“Working Together to get better
outcomes…”
Julie
Clayton

JC to circulate the document to the
group via email.

STATUS

